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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Rabobank forecast an Australian 2017/18 wheat harvest of 22m tonnes (down 27 percent YOY).

Dairy

Rabobank expects a small bounce (+2.5%) in production in the 2017/18 season from last year’s 21-year low.

Beef

While rain in south-eastern areas may support prices in August, ongoing drier conditions are expected to cause
prices to continue to ease.

Sheepmeat

Lamb prices are expected to follow the normal seasonal decline into spring.

Sugar

Modest improvement in the global sugar price is forecast through the next 12 months, although eyes remain on
the size of the 2017/18 global surplus.

Cotton

Cotton prices to remain responsive to weather and crop updates coming out of the US.

Wool

Wool demand to be tested with strong offers and a stronger Australian dollar when auctions resume.

Wine

A good year for exports turns thoughts to the future: increase planting or redirect volumes?

Horticulture

Poor weather has seen expectations for Australia’s 2017 harvest of macadamia nuts revised lower.

Fertiliser

Global price outlook looking favourable towards 2018.

FX

Evidence is mounting to support our view that an increase in Australian interest rates is unlikely for some time.

Oil

Oil and freight rebound during July, oil forecast to reach 58 USD/BBL during Q3.

ENSO, IOD in Neutral
Australian rain deciles, July 2017
Following what was officially the second-driest June on record, only
limited rainfalls were felt across Australia's productive agricultural regions
during July.
Rain finally hit the West Australian wheat belt, although it is too little,
too late for some growers in northern and eastern parts. Little relief
was felt on the Eyre Peninsula, while the remainder of SA and VIC recorded
moderate falls. Conditions are variable through NSW and southern QLD.
Some unseasonal falls were received in the NT and QLD pastoral regions.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

The three-month outlook is for below-median rainfall across the
country, especially for Central Victoria and Southern NSW. The El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) are neutral,
and are forecast to remain so. A decreased westerly flow across SouthEastern Australia is the primary reason driving the drier outlook in these
areas. However, the location and the strength of the subtropical ridge,
paired with warmer sea temperatures, are also contributing to a drier
outlook.

What to watch
•

A wet finish? – A late break to the season for many winter crop farmers across the nation has increased the need for a wet spring to
minimise expected fall in production for this season.

Localised Influences now Driving Outlook
Chance of exceeding median rainfall,
August to October 2017

ENSO, IOD is forecast to remain neutral

With the absence of ENSO and IOD, localised forces such as the
location and strength of the subtropical ridge and local sea
temperatures are contributing to the dry three-month outlook.

The BOM POAMA climate model is predicting ENSO and IOD
to remain neutral until at least April 2018.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Wh(e)at Goes up… Has Come Down
The price of CBOT wheat fell 15 percent this month from its more than two-year highs in mid July.
Despite this, continued hot and dry conditions across the US Western mid West and Canadian Prairies
has supported the higher protein MGE wheat, the price of which stayed over 700 USc/bu during July
and into August. Potential further downgrades of this crop will sustain, or further widen, the spread of
MGE over CBOT wheat.
While the USDA forecasts global wheat production to fall by 2% in 2017/18, this would still see
production 4% above its five-year average. As such, supply will continue to weigh on a price
recovery. We forecast the price of CBOT wheat to fall below 500 USc/bu in Q4 2017, to trade
between 500 and 520 USc/bu in 1H 2018 and to come back to 500 USc/bu in Q3 2018.
After finding AUD 317/tonne in mid July, Australian wheat prices followed CBOT prices lower through
July. But local prices still remain more firmly supported than those offshore, given the expectation of a
much reduced local harvest in the face of dry conditions.
Rabobank forecasts an Australian 2017/18 wheat harvest of 22m tonnes (down 27% YOY and 12%
down on five-year average). If conditions are dryer and warmer than average for the balance of the
growing season, production would likely to be lower still.
Local Australian canola prices have also benefited from reduced supply forecast for 2017/18.
Canola prices moved to AUD 520/tonne during July. Rabobank forecasts an Australian 2017/18 canola
harvest of 3.17m tonnes (down 23% YOY and down 16% on five-year average).

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to Watch
•

Australian rainfall and temperature. If the prospects for lower-than-average rainfall and
higher-than-average temperature play out over the coming three months, production
forecasts will fall.

•

North American quality reports. Upcoming Canadian Prairie and US Western mid West crop
quality reports will likely prompt movement of the MGE.

Local Supply Forecasts Support Australian prices
Australian wheat price, August 2016 - August 2017
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Welcome Rain for Many Farmers
Many key dairying regions welcomed rain in early-August. Winter rainfall was below-average in
most regions so the recent rainfall events will lift farmer spirits. Dairy farmers are still preparing
for a dry outlook in the coming months.
There was little change to announced seasonal determinations for Northern Victoria irrigation
farmers. While the inflows into catchments are tracking below last year, recent rainfall is supportive
of more runoff and greater volumes in storage. More importantly, recent rainfall has delayed the
start to the irrigation season for irrigation farmers.
Australian milk production finished the 2016/17 season down 6.9% at 9.013bn litres. More
than half the loss came from Northern Victoria. It was a better-than-expected finish to the
season; but the national milk pool is at 21-year lows.
Rabobank expects a small bounce (+2.5%) in production in the 2017/18 season. Better milk
prices, affordable trading conditions and a better supply of home-grown and supplementary feed
will support the partial recovery.
Fonterra Australia lifted its farmgate milk price to AUD 5.50/kgMS. Their forecast full-year payout
includes an upper limit of AUD 5.80/kgMS and is within reach given prevailing global market
conditions.

What to watch

Dairy

•

A stronger Australian dollar has taken some cream out of better export returns. Rabobank does
expect a weaker Australian dollar in the coming 12 months but it is a question of timing as
Australia dairy exporters enter a key selling season.

•

Infant formula manufacturers are still waiting for news of product registration in China. Initial
details from China’s Food and Drug Administration show 22 companies have a total of 89
products approved. Only five international companies (no local companies) have been approved.

Global Butter Shortages Continue
Global dairy prices, 2013-2017
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Prices Continue to Ease
Cattle prices continued to ease through July with the EYCI dropping from AUD 6.10/kg cwt in
early July to AUD 5.74/kg cwt on 3 August. Prices for cattle across all classes in saleyards and over
the hooks fell between 3% to 6% over the course of the month. The lack of rainfall is having a
dulling effect on the producer demand, allowing prices to ease. Rainfall in the first week of
August for south-east Australia may see a stabilisation or slight rise in prices for the month,
but with a drier forecast to October, prices are expected to ease further.
Slaughter numbers for June show the first year-on-year increase in over two years as the
contraction phase bottoms out. Female numbers started to rise again, and were the highest for
the year, representing 49% of the national slaughter, reflecting drier conditions.
Despite dropping month-on-month, Australian beef exports for July were 15% higher year-on-year
as we reach the point in the year where 2016 export volumes declined dramatically. In line with the
total export trend, exports to all major markets are up year-on-year.
Live export numbers continue to be well down with year-to-date (June) numbers down 47%. In
June, 50,000 head were exported, down 50% year-on-year for the month and the third-lowest
monthly volume in four years. Volumes to Indonesia are down 34% for the year-to-date (June),
although volumes to Vietnam have picked up compared to 2016 and are 24% higher for the year to
June. Although prices have eased they still remain high (above AUD 3.00/kg lwt) and it is felt
that buyers are still waiting for a clear indication that prices are retreating. Prices might have to
fall to AUD 2.50/kg lwt let before it reinvigorates demand.

What to watch

Beef

•

MLA revised their 2017 slaughter numbers up in their July update to be in line with 2016
numbers at 7.25 million head. To meet this, 3.7 million head needs to be slaughtered in the
final six months of 2017, an increase of 7.7% on 2H 2016, something entirely possibly given
the forecast drier conditions.

Prices Ease with Drier Conditions
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator

Australian live exports remain low
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Prices in Normal Seasonal Decline
Most lamb prices ended the month close to where they started albeit after experiencing a few
ups and downs. The ESTLI was AUD 5.96/kg cwt on 3 August after starting July at AUD 5.78/kg
cwt. The month of July generally marks the high point in the season for trade and export
lambs with prices easing through Q3 as spring supply comes on to the market. In July, some
August contracts were showing AUD 6.50/kg, suggesting prices will not fall too far. Furthermore,
good rainfall in the south-east should reduce the probability of large numbers coming on the
market early.
June sheep slaughter numbers increased year-on-year for the second month in a row, lifting 18%,
with 418,100 head in June. Lamb numbers also increased year-on-year (up 3%) with 1.79 million
head for June. The drier conditions have led to more stock becoming available as winter sets in.
Indicative numbers for July show lamb slaughter easing slightly year-on-year while sheep
slaughter continues to increase. Rain in south-eastern Australia in early August may help to slow
the rate of sheep slaughter.
Off the back of increased production, exports for the month of July increased for both lamb (up
38% year-on-year) and sheepmeat (up 47% year-on-year). Lamb exports experienced strong yearon-year increases in the Chinese and US markets, while sheepmeat experienced more moderate
gains in China and the US.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

Exchange rates – despite a large increase in the volume of lamb exports to the US in the
month of July, the appreciation of the Australian dollar will affect the price competitiveness
into this market.

Prices Bump into the Seasonal Decline
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator

Australian lamb yardings return to more
normal levels
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Sugar price falls stemmed
The downward trajectory of the ICE#11 sugar price stalled in July. The price improved on June
lows of USc 12.55/lb, hitting a high of USc 14.91/lb at the end of July before retreating to near USc
14/lb or just under AUD 400/tonne at the time of writing.
Key factors for the improved price performance through the last month include the recent
strength of the Brazilian real, the announced hike in gasoline taxes that favour ethanol demand in
Brazil, and short position of funds.
Accounting for these recent developments, Rabobank has lifted its 12-month price forecast.
However, the forecast 2017/18 global surplus will subdue any price rise, limiting our expectation
to USc 15.5/lb, or at the current exchange rate AUD 430/t, 12 months from now.
Clear skies through most of the Australian sugar regions have led to a much improved start to
the Australian harvest in 2017 compared with 2016. Over 8m tonnes of cane has been crushed
through to the end of July, representing about a quarter of the expected 34 million tonnes of
cane due to be cut this season. NSW has experienced some rain delays, however is now
progressing and is on track to crush just under 8m tonnes of cane this season.

What to watch
•

Sugar

Rabobank have released a report this month addressing the changing consumer tastes
away from sugar consumption and its potential ramifications for the global sugar
market. Please access the report at our RaboResearch Portal Sweetness and Lite: How
Vulnerable Is Global Sugar Consumption to Food and Beverage Trends

Sugar Prices Steady
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Bumpy Ride for Cotton Prices
The ICE#2 has had a volatile month, trading across an 8c range since July. The nearby contract has
reached highs of USc 75/lb and lows of USc 67/lb.
Prices remain responsive to weather and crop developments, particularly in the US, at a crucial
period in the growing cycle. The USDA have forecast US production at 19m bales, which would be
the largest crop in 10 years. Some weather concerns in the Texas region, in particular, have however
raised questions over the abandonment rate. If realised, a smaller US crop estimate would be bullish
news for prices into th first half of 2018, which Rabobank has currently forecast to soften to USc 6668/lb, or, at current 2018 basis and AUD/USD exchange rate, around AUD 500/bale.
The 2017 crop is all but wound up, with final estimates placing Australian production below 4
million bales. The hot January conditions have seen the record irrigated yields achieved through the
past two seasons retreat back nearer the ten-year average to just under 10 bales to the hectare.
Dryland cotton yields are also estimated to be well below expectations. Australian exports did lift in
June as expected. However, as competing origins come online, this export strength will need to be
maintained through coming months.
Locally, eyes are firmly on planting intentions for 2018. Major water storage levels across the basin
are at similar levels to September 2017. However, weather conditions and rainfall over the coming
month will be critical. The dry conditions through the winter and resulting impact on soil moisture
and on farm storage may restrict hectares planted despite the cotton price offering opportunities at
or around AUD 500/bale.

What to watch

Cotton

•

The weather in India. ICAC have forecast a 6% increase in Indian cotton production as area
planted has expanded. Yield will remain critical to this. As the world’s largest producer,
fluctuations of this magnitude will have an impact on global cotton availability and potentially
on the level of stocks.

Prices Still Expected to Soften into 2018
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ICE #2 Cotton futures are expected to soften, although production updates in the US may present some upside potential. In
the local physical market, prices for 2018 sit around USD500/bale.

Wool Market Poised for Action…
The wool market returns to action in August following the annual three-week recess with much
anticipation as to whether merino prices can hold their current highs. The Eastern Market Indicator
closed AUD 1,522c/kg clean as the market closed for the break and merino indicators remain strong.
The return to sales will challenge the strong demand for merino wool. A strong offering is anticipated
in the first week back, while the Australian dollar strengthened against the US dollar through July.
Typically the first sale after the break attracts a large offering. However, this year is likely to represent the
largest since 2011/12 with more than 55,000 bales expected. Strong offerings would be expected to
continue through the month, weather allowing, as growers look to benefit from the high prices.
The strength in the merino market has been underpinned by Chinese demand, evident in the 9%
increase in wool shipped to Australia’s largest market last season. The disparity in demand between
merino and crossbred wool is evidenced in the strong increase in volumes finer than 23 micron shipped,
compared with the sharp year-on-year decline in wool coarser than 28 micron.
Another positive signal for merino wool has been the recovery in demand from Italy 1H 2017. While
volumes for the season to Italy were virtually unchanged year-on-year, volumes shipped from January
toJune were up 14% YOY.
Crossbred prices, particularly those coarser then 30 micron, have continued to moderate, with little sign
that buyers will return to these types in the near future.

What to watch

Wool

•

The Australian Wool Production Committee will release their updated 2017/18 wool
production forecast in August. This will be an important update following the dry winter across
many of the major wool growing areas.

EMI Returns to Record Territory
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The Australian Eastern Market Indicator is again above AUc 1,500/kg through July, but is expected to fall, with higher wool
supply in the new auction year.

A Good Year for Exports Turns
Thoughts to the Future
In the year to June 2017, Australian wine exports rose by a handy 10% YOY in value terms, and by
7% in volume. Importantly for industry confidence, this marked the second consecutive year of
export growth after ten years of contraction.
China was the dominant driver of growth in exports. Shipments to this market rose a whopping
44% YOY in value terms. Australian winemakers are capitalising on rising demand for imported wines,
increased market access afforded by the recent FTA, appreciation of Australian wine styles, and the
favourable image of Australia as an origin of premium food and beverages.
In the more stable import category in the US, Australia also achieved a solid 3% growth in the value
of wine shipped. Growth was at double digit rates at higher price points (if off a low base). This was
especially welcome, given that all of the growth in the US wine market is occurring at the higher end
of the market and that this is a category that Australia has underperformed in for many years.
The value of wine shipped to the UK market fell. The reduced value of the pound in the wake of the
UK’s decision to leave the EU (then exacerbated by an election which yielded a hung parliament that
will have to negotiate the terms of Brexit) has reduced the buying power of British consumers, forced
wine companies to push up local prices or take a cut on margins – all of which discourages exports
from regions like Australia.

What to watch
•

Wine

Plant vines or redirect existing tonnage? Two years of improved exports and optimism over
the prospects for growth in the Chinese market are leading some to talk of the need to increase
plantings. However, with huge volumes still shipped into markets like the UK, where profitability
is widely recognised as lacking, the industry may yet be able to improve returns by redirecting
existing tonnage rather than expanding volume in total.

China Drives a Good Year for Exports
Percentage growth in Australian wine exports
by destination 2016/17

Value growth in Australian wine exports
by destination 2016/17
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Australian Macadamia Crop
Takes a Hit
Poor weather has seen expectations for Australia’s 2017 harvest of macadamia nuts revised
lower. The 2017 crop is now forecast to finish at 47,000 tonnes in-shell (at 10% moisture). This is
10% lower than the 2016 crop and attributed to heavy rainfall in June in the Northern Rivers
coupled with the flooding caused by Cyclone Debbie in March. Nevertheless, the industry had
enjoyed two bumper crops. Australia is the world’s largest producer and exporter of macadamia
nuts and will be a major factor in supply and demand fundamentals.
California almond production is set for another record harvest following an increase in the
upcoming harvest. The latest objective estimate from the USDA is for a harvest of 2.25 billion
pounds (1,020m tonnes) of almonds. This would represent a 5% increase on the 2016 harvest
(and slightly above the May 2017 forecast). This is an important development in global almond
markets given California represents 85% of global production.
A shortage of oranges is impacting local supply chains. Strong export demand (mainly China)
has lifted the wholesale price for oranges; but also created national supply shortages. As a result,
local supply chains are importing more orange fruit juice concentrate.

What to watch

Horticulture

•

Horticulture Innovation Australia has announced a new trade push initiative themed
‘Taste Australia’. The various development programmes associated with the initiative have
specific goals to drive volume and value growth in exports, expand research and development
capabilities, and widen marketing support for the wider sector.

Australian Macadamia Crop Revised Down
Australian macadamia crop, actual and forecast
Production (tonnes, NIS @ 10% moisture)
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Flooding due to Cyclone Debbie, coupled with record rainfall in the Northern Rivers in June, disrupted harvesting and caused
crop loss in affected areas.

Prices Favourable Toward 2018
Farmers’ fertiliser buying has all but concluded for this season, with the large majority of contracts
now committed. Focus is now shifting toward finding an opportunistic time to purchase fertiliser
ahead of the 2018 season.
The global urea market rose slightly during July, finishing the month just above 200 USD/tonne. US
supply is holding a ceiling on global pricing, with more supply due to come online during Q3.
Exports from China are expected to fall during Q3 and Q4 which may cause some downward price
pressure, while import demand from Europe during Q4 will provide some support to global pricing.
Global DAP pricing fell during July, and we expect this fall to continue moderately through the
second half of 2017. Additional supply in the middle east and increasing exports from India and
Russia is expecting to continue the downward pressure on prices. Chinese and Indian potash
contracts have now been negotiated, bringing stability to the market. We expect potash prices to
remain stable toward Q1 2018.
The development of Blockchain has been widely talked about by many in the AgTech industry.
During early August, it was announced that CBH group will be testing a pilot blockchain at
their Blue Lake Milling plant in South Australia. Blockchain, also known as distributed ledger
technology, allows greater trust, security and transparency in the supply chain. In this instance, CBH
group will be using the technology to bring greater provenance to Australian grain in Asian markets.
Benefits for farmers could include greater access to niche markets, but also maintaining access to
current markets in the future.

What to watch

Farm Inputs

•

Foreign Exchange – During July, the AUD rose to USc 80, increasing the purchasing
power of Australian fertiliser importers.

Global prices at a standstill
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Drivers of local retail prices including global benchmarks, exchange rate, and shipping rates are expected to remain
favourable for end users.

The RBA Explains Itself and Appears
less Bullish in the Process
After trading at just over USc 76 in early July, the AUD surged to 80 cents late in the month before
easing again to close at 78.6 cents on 9 August. The initial surge appeared to be driven by rising iron
ore prices, a softening of USD in the face of mixed economic data, and a statement from the RBA that
a ‘normal’ OCR is around 3.5% - interpreted by the market as suggesting rates would soon rise. The
subsequent softening of the currency in turn appears to have been brought on by weak Australian
inflation data and a speech by RBA Governor Lowe that clarified that the market had misinterpreted
the reasons for its earlier statement.
In his speech, RBA Governor Lowe highlighted several factors that dampen prospects for local IR
hikes. “There is a degree of underemployment, wage growth is slow and job security is an issue for
many people” – underlining that the RBA is looking at more than just the official unemployment rate.
He noted the possibility that globalisation and technology had weakened the link between falling
unemployment and wage rises and the potential for a scenario in which slow wage growth proves
persistent.
Rabobank continues to hold a similar view, and considers that another increase in Australian
interest rates is unlikely for some time. While we also feel that another US rate hike is also some time
off, we continue to be surprised by the strength of the Australian dollar against the dollar given what
remains a very narrow spread between rates in both countries.
We look for the AUD to soften to around USc 73 by August 2018, but with most of the softening to
be evident in the second half of that period..

What to watch

FX

•

Political tensions. Its likely we will all be more concerned by other issues than exchange
rates if Trump makes good on his recent threat to meet any threats to the US from North
Korea “with fire and fury like the world has never seen.“ But rising tensions are starting to
impact market sentiment, and any further escalation will heighten currency market volatility.

Australian dollar Surges, Before
Shedding a Little
Australian/US dollar Cross Rate
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Tightening Oil Supply Taking Effect
Brent crude made a slight recovery in July, up 12% MOM to finish at 52 USD/BBL.
Inventories in the US have tightened, which has slightly eased concerns of a global oil glut.
Saudi Arabia announced that they will be supplying less to the Asian market than has been
requested. To date, Asia has been void of any supply cuts, as the cuts have focused on the
more observable US market. Iraq also announced production cuts in early August.
Rabobank forecasts the Brent Crude to reach 58 USD/BBL during Q3 2017, although the
uncertainty around these projections is high. The driver of this volatility is the breadth and
depth of supply cuts. While no new cuts are on the horizon, both Nigeria and Libya are in
discussion with regard to production levels.
The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) had also made a recovery during July, up 25% MOM. Higher
commodity imports to China have significantly contributed to the rise in shipping hire rates. A
rise at this time of the year is unusual, given the BDI usually goes through a fall during the
northern hemisphere summer. Chinese importers are re-stocking earlier than usual given the
potential for emissions restrictions later in the year.
Wholesale diesel prices climbed during July. The average Sydney terminal price for diesel
was AUD 1.11 on 10 August.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

Chinese imports – Earlier than expected commodity restocking by the Chinese has
pushed shipping rates unseasonally higher. Whether this equates to lower shipping
rates in Q4 2017 and Q1 2018, will be of interest to Australian grain exports.

Oil and Freight Recover after June Lows
Baltic Dry Index, August 2016 – August 2017
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 10/08/2017
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